
 
 

INDIA ROUND-UP 

 

USDINR: Asian equity markets are trading lower after a barrage of news suggesting rising conflict between 

Australia-China over COVID-19 and also increase in hawkish talk between China-US over the trade deal and 

latters investment into China. A big miss in the inflation data from China is also not helping sentiments. NDF is 

suggesting an open in USDINR, around 76 levels. Traders will keep a close eye on the local bond market, after 

yields on 10-year hardened yesterday. If RBI does not step in with fresh round of OMOs/OTs, yields can harden 

further, which can be negative for INR. Technically, USDINR is yet to breakout of its downward corrective 

structure. May futures need to close above 76.20 levels for the bias to flip from bearish on USDINR towards 

bullish.  
 

 

GLOBAL ROUND-UP 

 

EURINR: ECB continues to urge political leaders in EU to come up with a joint fiscal plan or debt mutualisation 

but it is still falling on deaf ears. Within Eurozone, the southern nations like Italy and Spain require the fiscal 

support more than northern nations and also their fiscal space is limited. Tourism is a major source of economic 

activities for southern nations, which has been adversely impacted. However, the northern nations, led by 

Germany is unwilling to pay the bill. Eurozone wants to be like one nation but cannot think and act as one. Till 

the fiscal package arrives, the only game in town remains ECB. However, for ECB to expand the scope of its 

program and offer backdoor financing to the weaker nations, it needs to dilute the rules which ECB and GCC has 

asked ECB to maintain. This will raise the conflict between ECB and its northern members. Technically, EURINR 

is a sell on rise, with stop above 83.20 on a closing basis. Target is near 81.50 levels.  

 
 

GBPINR: On Monday, the UK government published a 51-page document outlining the strategy on how UK will 

come out of the lockdown in various phases. However, political squabbling intensified in UK over the plan as 

several politicians are opposing various parts of the plan. This news has had a negative impact on GBP, as the 

pair declined from 94.10 to 93.40 levels yesterday. With Brexit talks on a limbo and BoE expected to ease soon, 

GBP bulls have been depending on risk on trend in global equities to keep GBP higher. The risk to GBP will 

increase once global equity market witness a period of risk aversion. GBPINR is oscillating within a range of 93.00 

and 95.00. A sustained break out of this range is needed to make this pair trend.  
 

JPYINR: JPYINR may continue to trade within a range of 70.40 and 71.80 on May futures. If risk aversion returns 

in global markets, it can be positive for the pair. However, a sustained break below 70.40 can trigger a sell-off 

towards 69.50 levels.  
 

 

MACRO VIEW: 

 

China is making headlines today for all the wrong reasons. First up geopolitics. Hawkish voices have emerged in 

China seeking a re-evaluation of its Phase 1 trade deal with the United States. They have urged Chinese trade 

officials to renege on the agreement and pressure US to craft a fresh agreement which favours Chinese interest. 

We all know, if this news gains traction, how US President and his trade/economic advisers will react. At this 

point of global fragility if US-China trade tensions return it can deal lethal blow to the risk appetite in global 

markets. However, that is not stopping China walking down a slippery slope. This time, they have taken on 

Australia. China has imposed an import ban on four Australian abattoirs in an apparent escalation of Beijing's 

trade war tactics. This move is been seen as a retaliation to Australian PM, Scott Morrison's demand for an 

independent investigation into the COVID-19 outbreak. 

 

The trade dynamic between Australia and China is very different from China and US. China cannot risk a similar 

cowboy moves, as US remains the biggest demand provider to the global economy and China has very weak 

household consumption sector. US understands that it holds an upper hand and from time to time, it will tighten 

the screws on China. For example, the media talk about US President blocking investment by US state pension 



fund into Chinese equities is refusing to die down. Hence, the more the conflict escalates, the worse it gets for 

China.  

 

From geopolitics, I pivot to some interesting macros from China. Chinese inflation and china credit data. Chinese 

producer inflation index, which is a proxy for industrial profits in China, plunged to negative 3.1% in April. It is 

expected to continue to decline to record lows in May. A deflationary cycle makes it difficult for Chinese policy 

makers to engineer an economic boom. Past experience suggests that during phases of rising PPI, credit 

stimulus has had maximum positive impact on Chinese GDP, as both rising prices and splurging credit gooses 

corporate profits.  

 

Chinese GDP has reached an annual size of over $14 trillion but it woefully lacks the household consumption 

engine. Household consumption contributes to a meagre 39% of GDP, which may fall further in 2020, due to 

COVID outbreak. External sector is not able to pull the Chinese economy, as it used to do before, evident from 

the current account surplus which has contracted from nearly 10% of GDP in 2007-08 to now below 1%. 

Therefore, China continues to depend on debt splurging investments to produce GDP. A very dangerous game. 

As the Chinese government owns the financial sector, it can continue to instruct the banks to lend merrily. Its 

credit growth is still rising between 10%-15% p.a every month, well above the nominal GD growth, indicating 

the falling debt servicing capacity at a time of mammoth indebtedness. The longer China continues on this path, 

the weaker its economy becomes and more vulnerable it becomes recurring periods of stress and long period 

of sub-par growth. 

 

 

MAJOR ECONOMIC DATA TO WATCH: 

 
 

• US CPI @ 6:00 pm IST. Important for USD. 

 

 

TECHNICAL VIEW: 
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